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Abstract

In this paper, we propose GAD (General Activity

Detection) for fast clustering on large scale data. Within

this framework we design a set of algorithms for different

scenarios: (1) Exact GAD algorithm E-GAD, which is much

faster than K-Means and gets the same clustering result. (2)

Approximate GAD algorithms with different assumptions,

which are faster than E-GAD while achieving different de-

grees of approximation. (3) GAD based algorithms to han-

dle the ”large clusters” problem which appears in many large

scale clustering applications. Two existing activity detection

algorithms GT and CGAUTC are special cases under the

framework. The most important contribution of our work is

that the framework is the general solution to exploit activity

detection for fast clustering in both exact and approximate

senarios, and our proposed algorithms within the framework

can achieve very high speed. Extensive experiments have

been conducted on several large datasets from various real

world applications; the results show that our proposed algo-

rithms are effective and efficient.

1 Introduction

Clustering is a data mining technique widely used in
numerous applications, and has also been studied in re-
search areas such as statistics, machine learning, pat-
tern recognition, market research, biology, information
retrieval and multimedia processing [14]. Many papers
have been published for fast clustering on large data.
Some develop fast core clustering algorithms; some de-
velop pre-processing methods, such as sampling, sub-
space and compression, to reduce the data to smaller
size to achieve speedup. For example, CLARA [16] uses
sampling strategies to reduce the size of data. BIRCH
[29] compresses the original data using CF-tree and then
employs the core clustering algorithm (e.g., K-Means)
to perform the real clustering. In this paper, we focus
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on developing fast core clustering algorithms.
Due to its high efficiency and effectiveness, K-Means

[23] is one of the most popular clustering algorithms. In
2006 IEEE International Conference on Data Mining
(ICDM), it was ranked 2nd among the 10 most influen-
tial data mining algorithms [13], just next to the classi-
fication algorithm C4.5. However, the major computa-
tion burden of K-Means clustering on large scale data
originates from the numerous distance calculations be-
tween the patterns and the centers [17]. To deal with the
problem, fast algorithms with different strategies have
been proposed, such as PDS [2], TIE [5], Elkan [3], MPS
[9], PAN [11], DHSS [26], FAUPI [19], kd-tree K-Means
[21], AKM [10], HKM [20], GT [17] and CGAUDC [12].

PDS (Partial Distortion Search) [2] cumulatively
computes the distance between the pattern and a can-
didate center by summing up the differences in each di-
mension. The effectiveness of PDS depends on the qual-
ity of the current candidate, the number of dimensions
and the order of dimension to cumulate (especially for
dimension-skewed data). If the dimension is very high,
PDS may still needs to compute many dimensions to
stop accumulation.

TIE (Triangular Inequality Elimination) [5] uses
the triangle inequality condition for metric distance to
prune candidate centers, thus reduce the number of
distance calculations. TIE needs extra space O(K2)
to save a distance matrix for the center vectors, and
the entries are recalculated at the beginning of each
partition.

MPS (Mean-distance-ordered Partial Search) [9] is
especially designed for Euclidean distance. An efficient
implementation involves using sorting to initially guess
the center whose mean value is closest to that of the
current point and prune candidates via an inequality
based on an Euclidean distance property. MPS is faster
than K-Means if the improvement gained from pruning
exceeds the overhead caused by sorting.

FAUPI [19] is a fast-searching algorithm using pro-
jection to reduce the dimension and inequality to reject
unlikely codewords.

Many of the above algorithms depend on the metric
properties and thus only works for metric distances. In
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Figure 1: Activity percentage curves for different num-
ber of clusters, based on dataset VQDC. Horizontal axis
denotes the number of iterations reached; vertical axis
denotes the percentage of active centers at the specific
iteration. Different colors represent different K, the
number of clusters.

this paper, we explore another way - activity detection
- which avoids the metric properties, thus works for
both metric and non-metric distances. Fig.1 shows
the percentage of active centers at each iteration with
different number of clusters K. The vertical lines
indicates the end of the iteration, there are different
lines because different K may need different number
of iterations to converge. As shown in the figure,
irrepsective of the number of clusters, the percentage of
active centers will generally decrease with the increase of
iterations; it means more and more centers are turning
from active to static. Active Area is the area under the
curve which contains the active centers. Static Area
is above the curve which contains the static centers.
This is the key aspect for activity detection to speed up
clustering, because we can develop technique to focus
on computing the active area and avoid the calculations
associated with the static area.

Kaukoranta et al. proposed GT [17] to utilize
point activity for fast clustering and showed that it
can further speedup PDS [2], TIE [5] and MPS [22].
Lai et al. proposed CGAUDC [12] as an extension of
GT and demonstrated that combining CGAUDC with
MFAUPI (which is an extension of FAUPI [19]) achieves
the highest speed.

GT and CGAUDC only partially explore the poten-
tial of activity detection, we will show in Section 5.3 that
there actually exists a ”low-bound”. In this paper, we
propose a GAD (General Activity Detection) framework
to fully explore the power of activity detection for clus-
tering. We design a set of algorithms (which are faster
than GT and CGAUDC) within this framework for fast
clustering in different scenarios. The most important
contribution of our work is that GAD is the general
solution to exploit activity detection for fast clustering

and our algorithms within the framework can achieve
very high speed.

2 General Activity Detection

2.1 Notations Let N be the number of patterns, D
the number of dimensions, and K the number of centers.
Suppose the algorithm runs I iterations to converge. At
each iteration i (i = 1,..., I), for a pattern p (p = 1,...,
N), we have:

NC(i, p, j) represents pattern p’s jth nearest center.
In real implementation, the value of NC(i, p, j) is the
center’s id.

D-NC(i, p, j) represents the distance from pattern
p to its jth nearest center.

Dist(i, p, Cj) represents the distance between pat-
tern p and center Cj .

2.2 Definition and Concepts We formally define
the GAD (General Activity Detection) framework as a
function of four parameters:

GAD(S, A,m, B)

where S denotes Search Methods, A denotes Activity
States, m denotes the number of Nearest Centers, and
B denotes Boundary.

In the following we discuss the concepts used in the
GAD framework.

We keep m Nearest Centers for each pattern, the
information needed is: ids of the m nearest centers, and
distances from the pattern to the m nearest centers.

A center could have three activity states. Let
VC[prev] and VC[curr] be center C’s feature vector in
the previous and current iterations, respectively. De-
note D as the distance between VC[prev] and VC[curr].

If D > 0, the center is an Active Center for the
current iteration.

If D = 0, the center is a Static Center.
If D < ε, the center is an ε-Approximate Static

Center, where ε is a predefined positive threshold.
Full Search means search from all the centers to

find a pattern’s m nearest centers.
Whole Full Search means perform Full Search for

all the patterns.
Partial Search, or named Active Search, means

search from active centers, which are usually a portion
of the whole centers.

m-Search means search from a pattern’s previous
m nearest centers.

0-Search, a special case of m-Search, which just
keeps the previous m nearest centers as the current m
nearest centers, without doing any distance comparison.

m-Boundary, or simply named Boundary, is
defined for each pattern. Whenever performing Full
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Figure 2: Example when CGAUDC cannot get exact
result. At iteration i + 2, the nearest center found by
CGAUDC is C1; however, the correct one should be C3.

Search, the value of the Boundary is initialized as the
distance from the pattern p to its mth nearest center.
At any future iteration j, if the Boundary value is bigger
than D-NC(j, p, m), the Boundary is updated to D-
NC(j, p,m).

Property of the m-Boundary : One pattern’s Bound-
ary either shrinks or keeps unchanged, depending on
how the new mth nearest center changes. The Bound-
ary will not expand, except when Full Search is required
and it is re-initialized to a value which is bigger than the
current value.

2.3 Algorithm We begin with analysis of GT and
CGAUDC. GT is an exact clustering algorithm which
is faster than K-Means and gets the same result. It saves
each pattern’s nearest center. The basic idea is that at
each iteration, if a pattern’s previous nearest center is
static or moves closer to the pattern, search from active
centers; otherwise, search from the full center set.

CGAUDC extends GT by considering each pat-
tern’s second nearest center. The basic idea is that at
each iteration, if a pattern’s previous nearest center is
static or becomes active but the new distance is smaller
than the distance of the pattern’s previous 2nd near-
est center, search form active centers; otherwise, search
from all the centers.

CGAUDC is not an Exact Algorithm.
CGAUDC was claimed to be an exact fast clustering
algorithm which can get the same clustering result as
K-Means and GT. However, we found that CGAUDC
is actually an approximate method. It cannot guarantee
to always find the true nearest center. Fig. 2 shows a
situation. The pattern and the centers are labeled as P,
C1, C2, C3 and C4 respectively. C4 is always the far-
thest, so we focus our analysis on the first three centers.

At iteration i, NC(i, p, 1) = C1, NC(i, p, 2) = C2.
At iteration i+1, C1 and C2 are active, and C3 is

static. Since Dist(i+1,p,C1) < D-NC(i, p, 2), CGAUDC
searches from active centers to determine the pattern’s
nearest centers, C3 is ignored. The result is: NC(i +
1, p, 1) = C1, NC(i + 1, p, 2) = C2. The nearest center
is correct but the 2nd nearest center is wrong.

At iteration i+2, C1 and C2 are active, C3 is static.
Since Dist(i+2, p, C1) < D-NC(i + 1, p, 2), CGAUDC
searches from active centers and ignores C3 again. The
result is: NC(i + 2, p, 1) = C1, NC(i + 2, p, 2) = C2.
Both the nearest and the 2nd nearest center are wrong.

The problem of GT (and CGAUDC) is the that they
only consider the first nearest (and the second nearest)
center, which is not able to fully explore the power of
activity detection, as shown in Section 5.1. We propose
GAD (General Activity Detection) to consider any m
number of nearest neighbors. Such extension is not a
simple task, CGAUGC directly extends GT to consider
2 nearest neighbors but fails to get the exact result. To
solve the problem, we introduce the idea of m-Boundary
to make sure we can extend to any m without getting
error. Our exact GAD algorithm is faster than GT and
CGAUDC because it is able to achieve the low-bound of
activity detection (we found this bound and give details
in Section 5.3). In addition, we introduce approximte
GAD algorithms to further significantly improve the
performance. Note that many concepts presented in
Section 2.2 are unique in GAD and are not proposed in
previous works. In the following sections, we describe
our algorithms within GAD in details.

3 Exact GAD algorithm

Within the GAD framework, we present E-GAD (Exact
GAD), a fast exact clustering algorithm which is faster
than K-Means and GT while achieving exactly the same
clustering result. The major concepts used in E-GAD
include: Static and Active centers, Full Search and
Partial Search, m-Boundary and m Nearest Centers.

We describe the E-GAD algorithm procedure as
follows:

Algorithm E-GAD
Input:

Data: N data patterns
Parameters: K, the number of centers; m, the

number of nearest centers saved for a pattern.
Output: A set of K clusters and each pattern’s m
nearest centers.
Begin:

Step 1. Initialization (iteration i = 1).
1.1. Initialize K centers. Many initializing meth-

ods [24] can be used, such as choosing the first K data
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patterns, random partitions and Furthest First initial-
ization.

1.2. Mark all centers as Active.
1.3. Whole Full Search. For each pattern p,

p = 1, ..., N , search for its nearest m centers from all
candidate centers and initialize the Boundary as D-
NC(i, p, m).

1.4. Update each center’s activity state.
Step 2. Search method decision. For pattern p

(beginning with p = 1) decide whether to perform Full
Search or Partial Search. (iteration i + 1)

2.1. If its previous nearest center Cprev1 =
NC(i, p, 1) is static at this iteration, perform Partial
Search.

2.2. If NC(i, p, 1) becomes active, calculate Dist(i+
1, p, Cprev1). There are three cases:

2.2.1. If the new distance Dist(i + 1, p, Cprev1)
is smaller than the old distance D-NC(i, p, 1) =
Dist(i, p, Cprev1), perform Partial Search.

2.2.2. If Dist(i + 1, p, Cprev1) is bigger than D-
NC(i, p, 1), but smaller than or equal to the Boundary,
perform Partial Search.

2.2.3. If Dist(i + 1, p, Cprev1) is bigger than both
D-NC(i, p, 1) and Boundary, perform Full Search.

Step 3. Update pattern p’s nearest centers accord-
ing to the search method decided by Step 2.

3.1. If Full Search is decided, we search from
all centers to find the m nearest centers, update the
Boundary as D-NC(i + 1, p, m).

3.2. If Partial Search is decided, there are three
consecutive procedures to be done: (1) Check the
pattern’s previous m nearest centers and keep the static
centers among them as candidates for the current m
nearest centers; (2) find current m nearest centers from
the candidates found in (1) and active centers; and (3) if
D-NC(i+1, p, m) is smaller than the Boundary, update
the Boundary to be the new smaller value.

Step 4. Get next pattern p = p + 1, if p < N , go to
Step 2, else if p = N , go to Step 5.

Step 5. Assign each pattern to its nearest center.
Calculate new center vectors and update the activity
status of each center.

Step 6. Go to Step 2 until all the centers are
converged. (i = i + 1).
End

Fig. 3 shows how E-GAD works correctly for the
example case in which CGAUDC fails to get right
result. We ignore the fourth center since it is always the
farthest. Take m = 2 as an example, at iteration i, the
value of the 2-boundary is Dist(i, p, C2). At iteration
i + 1, the new 2nd nearest center becomes farther
and moves outside the boundary, so the boundary is

Figure 3: Illustrating how E-GAD works correctly for
the example case in which CGAUDC fails to get exact
result.

unchanged, still Dist(i, p, C2). At iteration i + 2, the
new 1st nearest center moves out of the boundary, so
we have to do Full Search for the pattern, both active
and static centers will be explored. The new 1st nearest
center will be C3, and the new 2nd nearest center will
be C1, which is the correct result. Since we have to do
Full Search at iteration i + 2, the boundary will be re-
initialized as the 2nd nearest distance, i.e., Dist(i+2, p,
C1).

4 Approximate GAD Algorithms

This section presents Approximate GAD (AGAD) algo-
rithms within the GAD framework, which can further
accelerate the speed of E-GAD. Based on different as-
sumptions and different levels of approximation, we pro-
pose four AGAD algorithms. Only the most important
parts are described for each algorithm, Step 1, 4, 5 and
6 are similar to E-GAD.

4.1 NS-AGAD (Naive Static AGAD) The
assumption of NS-AGAD is that if a center is static
at certain iteration, it will continue to be static at
all future iterations. Thus we do not need to explore
any other candidates. This is the most intuitive
assumption. However, a static center may become
active in the future iterations.

Algorithm NS-AGAD (major procedure)
Step 2. Search method decision. (Full, Partial or

0-Search)
2.1. If p’s previous nearest center Cprev1 is static at

this iteration, perform 0-Search.
2.2. Same as E-GAD.
Step 3. Search and Update.
3.1 and 3.2. Same as E-GAD.
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3.3. If 0-Search is decided, simply copy the previous
m nearest centers as the new m nearest centers.

4.2 S-AGAD (Static AGAD) The assumption of
S-AGAD is that if a pattern’s former nearest center
is static, the area near the pattern is relatively stable
and the new nearest center will likely come from the
pattern’s previous m nearest centers, thus we avoid
searching from other centers.

Algorithm S-AGAD (major procedure)
Step 2. Search method decision. (Full, Partial or

m-Search)
2.1. If p’s previous nearest center Cprev1 is static

for this iteration, perform m-Search.
2.2. Same as E-GAD.
Step 3. Search and Update.
3.1 and 3.2. Same as E-GAD.
3.3. If m-Search is decided, search within previous

m nearest centers and update the new order of nearest
centers.

4.3 I-AGAD (Inward AGAD) The assumption of
I-AGAD is that if a pattern’s previous nearest center
is static, or becomes active but moves inward to the
pattern, the new nearest center is very likely to be that
center or any other center from the previous m nearest
centers, and we do not have to search from other centers.

Compared with S-AGAD, I-AGAD also considers
active centers, thus it will have stronger candidate
center pruning ability.

Algorithm I-AGAD (major procedure)
Step 2. Search method decision. (Full, Partial or

m-Search)
2.1. If p’s previous nearest center Cprev1 is static

for this iteration, perform m-Search.
2.2. If center Cprev1 is active, calculate Dist(i +

1, p, Cprev1). There are three cases:
2.2.1. If Dist(i + 1, p, Cprev1) is smaller than

D-NC(i, p, 1) (= Dist(i, p, Cprev1)), perform m-Search.
2.2.2 and 2.2.3. Same as E-GAD.

Step 3. Search and Update.
3.1 and 3.2. Same as E-GAD.
3.3. If m-Search is decided, search within previous

m nearest centers and update the new order.

4.4 WB-AGAD (Within-Boundary AGAD)
The assumption of WB-AGAD is that no matter
whether a pattern’s previous nearest center is static or
active at the next iteration, as long as it is still within
the boundary of the pattern, the new nearest center will
likely be that center or some other center from the pre-

Table 1: Characters of Approximate GAD algorithms
Algorithm DA m-Impact Speedup
NS-AGAD less high low medium
S-AGAD high low low
I-AGAD high medium medium

WB-AGAD medium high high
CGAUTC high none minus

vious m nearest centers, and avoid searching from other
candidates.

WB-AGAD further relaxed the constraints to the
boundary, thus achieving more aggressive candidate
pruning.

Algorithm WB-AGAD
The procedure of WB-AGAD can be generally

described as replacing all the Partial Search of E-GAD
by m-Search.

The above four algorithms achives different degrees
of approximation. Table 1 lists the characters of the
four approximate GAD algorithms and CGAUTC. DA
denotes the degree of approximation. m-Impact indi-
cates the impact of the value of parameter m on the per-
formance of the algorithm. Speedup is compared with
E-GAD. They have different tradeoffs between cluster-
ing approximation and speed, the user may choose the
one mostly meets the application requirement. (These
characters are supported by our experiment results.)

5 Analysis of Basic GAD Algorithms

In this section we first analyze the GAD framework and
then discuss the space and time complexity of the GAD
algorithms.

5.1 Analysis of the GAD framework Based on
our previous given formal definition of the GAD frame-
work, Table 2 presents characteristics and parameters
of basic algorithms within the framework. FS (Full
Search), PS (Partial Search), 0S (0-Search), mS (m-
Search), Ac (Active), St (Static) and εS (ε-Approximate
Static).

GT is a special case of E-GAD with m = 1 (with or
without using Boundary gives the same result when m
= 1). CGAUTC is a special case of approximate GAD
with m = 2 and without using Boundary.

Why GAD is the general solution for activity detec-
tion? We take the basic exact GAD algorithm E-GAD
as an example to answer this question. Fig.4 shows
the percentage of Full Search patterns at each iteration,
with different m. The area under a curve contains the
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Table 2: Basic algorithms within the GAD framework
Algorithms S A m B
K-Means FS A 0 No
GT FS, PS Ac, St 1 No
CGAUDC FS, PS Ac, St 2 No
E-GAD FS, PS Ac, St Any Yes
NS-AGAD FS, PS, 0S Ac, St, (εS) Any Yes
S-AGAD FS, PS, mS Ac, St, (εS) Any Yes
I-AGAD FS, PS, mS Ac, St, (εS) Any Yes
WB-AGAD FS, mS Ac, St, (εS) Any Yes

Full Search patterns (we call Full Search Area). If
the area is very small, the number of patterns which
perform Full Search will be very small. Compared with
other search methods, Full Search is the worst case, be-
cause it requires calculating the distances between the
pattern and all centers (both active and static centers),
which is very time consuming for clustering large scale
data with many clusters.

Ideally we want no pattern to perform Full Search,
that is to say, to make the Full Search Area be 0,
thus we need only search the active area. This is
exactly what GAD can provide. With the increase of
m, the area will be smaller and smaller. The reason
is that bigger m makes the m-Boundary bigger, thus
keeping more candidate centers within the boundary
and avoiding more Full Search. When m = 0, Full
Search is performed for all patterns, the Full Search
Area is the whole rectangle area in Fig.4. When m = 3,
the area becomes very small, very few patterns need
to do Full Search. When m = 6, the area is most 0,
almost no pattern needs to do Full Search. GAD is able
to make Full Search Area as small as possible. Since
decision on whether to perform Full Search is based on
the activity of the centers, GAD is the general solution
to exploit activity detection for fast clustering.

5.2 Space Complexity The space complexity of
GAD algorithms is O(N(D + m) + KD). For K-
Means, m = 0. For E-GAD and AGAD algorithms,
besides saving N patterns and K centers, we also save
a Boundary, the indexes and distances of the pattern’s
m nearest centers for each pattern. However, m is
usually a small number. For E-GAD, we usually only
need m equal to 3 to achieve the almost optimal result;
for AGAD algorithms, m is also relatively small. For
large scale data, N is often much bigger than D and m;
moreover, in high dimension case, D ≥ m. So we could
claim that the GAD algorithms have almost the same
level of space complexity.

Figure 4: Full Search area (shown in different col-
ors). Horizontal axis denotes the number of iterations
reached; vertical axis denotes the percentage of Full
Search points at the iteration. This result is based on
dataset VQDC; other datasets have generally similar
patterns.

5.3 Time Complexity We analyze the time com-
plexity of GAD by the number of distance calculations
needed. In general, the time complexity is N ∗ f(K, I).

f(K, I) =
I∑

i=1

(Pfull(i) ∗K + (1− Pfull(i)) ∗Nactive(i))

where Pfull(i) is the percentage of Full Search patterns
at iteration i, 1 − Pfull(i) is the percentage of Partial
Search patterns at iteration i, and Nactive(i) is the
number of active centers at iteration i.

For K-Means, Pfull(i) = 1, so f(K, I) = K ∗ I,
which is the whole space including both the static area
and the active area.

GAD is able to make Pfull(i) close to 0, and thus
f(K, I) =

∑I
i=1 Nactive(i), which is the active area,

which is only a portion of the whole area K ∗ I. This
is the reason why E-GAD can be much faster than K-
Means. The complexity of an exact algorithm is lower-
bounded by the active area and GAD is able to achieve
this bound.

For approximate GAD algorithms, we take WB-
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AGAD as an example to analyze. It uses m-Search
instead of Partial Search, thus avoids a lot of active
centers, and f(K, I) becomes much smaller than the
active area. This is the reason why WB-AGAD can be
much faster than E-GAD.

In large scale and large clusters clustering case, K
is very big, fast algorithms like (TIE) [5] and Elkan [3]
becomes very slow since they need an additional K∗K∗I
computations.

6 Extensions for GAD

In this section, we discuss extensions to GAD algo-
rithms, including how to use GAD for very large clusters
and how to improve the clustering quality.

6.1 GAD for Very Large Clusters Most existing
fast clustering algorithms only work for small or medium
cluster size K. However, many large scale applications
expect very large K, such as large scale web image clus-
tering, codebook generation and vector quantization.
HKM [20], kd-tree K-Means [21] are among the fastest
(but with a decrease in clustering quality) algorithms
which work for this ”large clusters” problem because
their time complexity on K is only O(log(K)). We dis-
cuss how to use our GAD framework to get even faster
performance and achieve improved clustering quality.

6.1.1 H-GAD (Hierarchical GAD) H-GAD (Hi-
erarchical GAD) performs hierarchical clustering in the
way based on HKM [20], but uses GAD as the core
clustering algorithm. The basic idea is as follows. An
initial GAD process (any of the basic GAD algorithms
can be used) runs on the root node which contains the
whole patterns and partitions them into k clusters, each
cluster as a child node. The same process is recursively
applied to each node. The clustering tree is built level
by level, and stops when reaching the maximum level
L. There are kL final clusters.

The major problem of the clustering tree is that it
minimizes the distortion functions for k clusters locally
at each node where there are only part of the data pat-
terns (except for the root) and thus cannot achieve the
globally minimization optimized by clustering directly
for kL clusters. To get the same number of final clus-
ters, bigger L makes k smaller and thus makes the whole
process faster. However, with the increase of L, it will
be more local to small nodes and the performance will
drop accordingly.

H-GAD could be better than HKM because of the
following two reasons: (1) GAD is faster than K-Means,
so H-GAD can be faster than HKM when performing
clustering at each node; and (2) when clustering for the
same clusters, H-GAD can finish the whole computation

at the same time as HKM but with bigger k and smaller
L, thus improves the performance. In reality, H-GAD
can even achieve better clustering quality than HKM
while within less running time.

6.1.2 KD-GAD (kd-tree GAD) kd-tree [4] has
been used to perform approximate nearest neighbor
search to speed up clustering [21]. AKM [10] uses ran-
dom kd-tree forest to make kd-tree more robust. How-
ever, this robust improvement can be simply achieved
by standard kd-tree using a larger number of leaf nodes
for exploration. In our experiments, we found that kd-
tree is better than random kd-tree forest.

kd-tree (or other approximate nearest neighbor
search algorithms, such as LSH [6]) can be integrated
with the GAD framework (we call KD-GAD). Take E-
GAD as an example, we can build two kd-trees, one for
all centers which we call the Full kd-tree, another for
active centers which we call the Active kd-tree. When
performing Full Search in E-GAD, instead of search
from all the centers, we search from the Full kd-tree;
similarly, when performing Partial Search, we search
from the Active kd-tree.

Naively combining kd-tree and E-GAD using Static
Center gets slightly better clustering quality but de-
creases the speed, because kd-tree makes most centers
active. So we use ε-Approximate Static Center in stead
of Static Center to still get more and more centers be-
come static, approximately. kd-tree E-GAD can be
faster and obtains better clustering quality than kd-tree
K-Means. The reason being faster is because we can
use Partial Search and converge sooner. The reason for
better quality is because it can keep the current nearest
centers, and avoid missing them in future iterations of
kd-tree search.

6.2 Clustering Quality Improvement Error Ac-
cumulation Effect is an inherent problem for many ap-
proximate iteration algorithms. We propose Regular
Whole Full Search (RWFS) to partially solve the prob-
lem and improve the clustering quality. The basic idea is
performing Whole Full Search (WFS) regularly to find
the true nearest center, thus eliminate the error. We
use a factor R to control when to perform WFS again.
There could be different ways to decide the factor R.
One simple method is setting it as a constant value and
after R iterations we perform WFS no matter how many
centers are already static.

GAD can also work with many existing clustering
quality enhancing techniques, such as Swapping [15],
Bagging [7], Boosting [8] and Cluster Ensemble [25]
(or Consensus Clustering [1]). For example: (1) With
Swapping. We can perform the swapping operations be-
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fore updating the center activity state in GAD. Because
swapping makes a larger percentage of centers active,
and some of them just change a little, ε-Approximate
Static Center is needed for faster converge; and (2) With
Cluster Ensemble. Since GAD can perform very fast
clustering, we may generate multiple clustering results
by using different initialization or different feature sub-
space, and then use clustering ensemble technique to
get a final result which is better than using only a sin-
gle clustering.

7 Experimental Evaluation

This section presents extensive experimental evaluation
for the GAD algorithms. Experiments were conducted
on a PC with a 3.4GHz Pentium D CPU and 1GB RAM.

To evaluate time performance, we use the Speedup
of algorithm A over baseline B:

Speedup(A,B) =
TB

TA

where TA is the execution time of A and TB is the
execution time of B.

To evaluate clustering quality, we use Sum of Dis-
tance ratio (SDR):

SDR(A,B) =
SD(B)
SD(A)

× 100%

where SD is the sum of distances between each pattern
and its center. Squared Euclidean distance is used in
our experiments. If SDR > 1, A gets better clustering
quality than the baseline B.

7.1 Applications and Datasets Vector Quantiza-
tion is a classical signal processing technique and is used
in areas such as data compression and density estima-
tion. GAD can be used for vector quantization based
data compression. We generated a dataset from six
standard gray images: Baboon, Boats, Bridge, Couple,
Goldhill, and Lena. 4× 4 spatial pixel blocks were con-
structed for each image and each block is represented by
the pixel value. The more number of clusters are, the
better the quality of compression and the less compres-
sion rate we can obtain. We call this dataset VQDC.

Large Scale Image Clustering can help implement
efficient images retrieval systems and create a user-
friendly interface to the large image database. We test
our algorithms for this application, using the dataset
collected by Torralba et al. [28]. They gathered from
the web 79 million images using queries of 75,062 non-
abstract English nouns listed in the Wordnet and pro-
vide a subset of about 1.6 images which were arranged
by about 53,000 query words [27]. We convert the im-

Figure 5: Impact of parameter m on exact GAD in
datasets VQDC, KDCUP04Bio and HDS-MTI. Hori-
zontal axis denotes the value of m; vertical axis denotes
the Speedup over K-Means.

ages to be 10 × 10 grey format and use the grey levels
as features. We call this dataset MTI.

A subset of MTI images with 32 × 32 = 1024 grey
features is used to test clustering in very high dimension.
We call this dataset HDS-MTI. In addition, protein
dataset KDDCUP04Bio [18] is also used.

Table 3 summarizes the datasets. Dim means the
number of dimensions.

7.2 Performance of Exact GAD In this section
we analyze the impact of m on E-GAD and compare
E-GAD with other exact algorithms.

7.2.1 Impact of m on E-GAD. Fig. 5 reports how
m impacts the Speedup of E-GAD over the baseline
algorithm K-Means. The cluster number is 2000. The
best performance is usually achieved at m being 3 or
4. When continue to increase m, the improvement on
the speed is limited, because the increase on the size of
Full Search Area is small. With too big m, the speed
slightly decreases, because it takes more time to keep
the larger number of nearest centers sorted. In general,
we can simply choose m = 3 for E-GAD.

7.2.2 Exact Algorithms Comparison. We com-
pare E-GAD with K-Means and GT. The goal is to
evaluate the speed of GAD when we want to get exactly
the same clustering result. Fig. 6 shows the Speedup of
E-GAD (with m = 3) and GT over the baseline algo-
rithm K-Means on several datasets. We report results
on different number of clusters, from 100 to 6400; E-
GAD is always the best. In general, E-GAD is several
times faster, and the bigger the number of clusters, the
faster it could be, because it can avoid more computa-
tions related with static centers. The highest speedup
is observed in very high dimension dataset HDS-MTI
where E-GAD is about 10 times faster than K-Means
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Table 3: Statistics for datasets used in experiments
Datasets Size Dim Application
VQDC 117,376 16 Data Compression
KDDCUP04Bio 145,751 74 Bioinformatics
HDS-MTI 30,000 1024 Very High Dimension Image Clustering
MTI 1,608,325 100 Very Large Scale Image Clustering

(a) VQDC

(b) HDS-MTI

(c) KDCUP04Bio

Figure 6: Comparison of E-GAD, K-Means and GT on
datasets VQDC, HDS-MTI and KDCUP04Bio. Hori-
zontal axis denotes the number of clusters; vertical axis
denotes the Speedup over K-Means. Since K-Means is
the baseline algorithm, its value is always 1.

when clustering for 6400 clusters.

7.3 Performance of Approximate GAD In this
section we analyze the impact of m on Approximate

GAD algorithms and compare the performance of rele-
vant algorithms.

7.3.1 Impact of m. Fig. 7 shows the impact of
parameter m on the clustering quality of the four
approximate GAD algorithms: NS-AGAD, S-AGAD, I-
AGAG and WB-AGAD. The cluster number is 1000.
NS-AGAD, S-AGAD and I-AGAG can achieve high
clustering quality even when m is very small. S-
AGAD and I-AGAD have the best clustering quality;
sometimes they are even slightly better than the exact
result. I-AGAD has better Speedup than NS-AGAD
and S-AGAD. NS-AGAD is better than S-AGAD in
Speedup but worse in SDR.

WB-AGAD is more impacted by m, because it
uses m-Search instead of Partial Search. As we have
mentioned before, when m = 1, WB-AGAD is identical
to I-AGAD, so the SDR is same as I-AGAD at this
point. When m > 1, bigger m makes WB-AGAD get
better result, it is because a center is less likely to move
outside of the Boundary if the m is big. However,
when m is small, the Speedup of WB-AGAD is most
significant. Too big m takes more time to sort the m
nearest centers.

In most cases, setting m = 5 for NS-AGAD, S-
AGAD, I-AGAG and m = 15 for WB-AGAD can make
sure they achieve clustering quality of SDR higher than
about 98% compared to the baseline exact result of E-
GAD.

7.3.2 Performance Comparison. We perform ex-
periments to compare the performance of four ap-
proximate GAD algorithms (NS-AGAD, S-AGAD, I-
AGAG WB-AGAD) and CGAUTC on several datasets.
Speedup and SDR are calculated over the baseline E-
GAD, which we have already demonstrated to be the
fastest exact algorithm compared with K-Means and
GT. We set m = 5 for NS-AGAD, S-AGAD, I-AGAG
and m = 15 for WB-AGAD, the SDR results show that
all the four algorithms can achieve clustering quality
within 98% of E-GAD.

Fig. 8 shows the results on Speedup. All the four
approximate algorithms are faster than E-GAD, and
CGAUTC is always slower than E-GAD (its Speedup
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7: Impact of parameter m on approximate GAD
algorithms. Horizontal axis denotes the value of m;
vertical axis denotes the SDR or Speedup over E-GAD.
The curves are based on dataset VQDC; other datasets
have generally similar results.

is always less than 1). I-AGAD can achieve very high
clustering quality (bigger than 99%) and a Speedup
generally over 2. WB-AGAD can achieve very high
Speedup and get clustering quality within 98%. In
general, WB-AGAD can be around 10 times faster
than E-GAD. The best performance we observed is at
dataset KDDCUP04Bio where WB-AGAD is over 20
times faster than E-GAD when clustering 400 clusters.

7.4 Performance of GAD for Very Large Clus-
ters Table 4 and 5 report the performance of GAD al-
gorithms H-GAD and KD-GAD for very large clusters

(a) VQDC

(b) HDS-MTI

(c) KDCUP04Bio

Figure 8: Comparison of approximate GAD algorithms
(NS-AGAD, S-AGAD, I-AGAG and WB-AGAD) and
CGAUTC for datasets VQDC, KDCUP04Bio and HDS-
MTI. Horizontal axis denotes the number of clusters;
vertical axis denotes the Speedup over E-GAD.

on datasets VQDC and MTI. For dataset VQDC, we
perform 10,000 clusters (to achieve a compression rate
of 12). For dataset MTI, there are about 1.6 million
images arranged by about 53,000 query words, and we
do clustering of 50,000 clusters.

H-GAD performs hierarchical GAD clustering like
HKM, and KD-GAD performs kd-tree based clustering.
So we compare H-GAD with HKM, KD-GAD with kd-
tree K-Means. For H-GAD, WB-AGAD (m = 10) is
used as the basic clustering algorithm; for KD-GAD, E-
GAD is used as the core clustering algorithm. The result
shows that both H-GAD and KD-GAD can be faster
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Table 4: Performance of H-GAD compared with HKM
Datasets SpeedUp SDR

VQDC 1.50 104%
MTI 1.55 101%

Table 5: Performance of KD-GAD compared with kd-
tree K-Means

Datasets SpeedUp SDR
VQDC 2.79 110%
MTI 8.40 102%

Figure 9: Clustering quality improvement by RWFS,
measured with SDR. Horizontal axis denotes the value
of R; vertical axis denotes the SDR value.

than their counterpart algorithm while even getting
better clustering quality.

7.5 Performance of RWFS We present the perfor-
mance evaluation for the clustering quality improvement
method RWFS, using SDR as the measure with WB-
AGAD (m = 5) as the basic clustering algorithm. Since
the factor R is the parameter which impacts the perfor-
mance of RWFS, we do experiments on it. Fig. 9 shows
the results on several datasets. With help of RWFS,
WB-AGAD can achieve better performance. Setting R
as about 10 can achieve good performance. For dataset
VQDC, the best improvement in SDR is 5%, HDS-MTI
is 3% and KDDCUP04Bio is 4%.

8 Discussions

The GAD framework is general due to the following
properties:

(1) It is the general solution to exploit activity
detection for fast clustering. GAD handles any m
nearest centers. One advantage is that with the increase
of m, GAD is able to make Full Search Area as small
as possible. Another advantage is that it makes GAD
capable of performing fast and high quality approximate
clustering.

(2) It is flexible to embrace any distance measures,
both metric and non-metric. Many fast clustering
strategies, such as TIE [5], MPS [22] and Elkan [3], only
work for metric distances. Non-metric distances are also
very useful in many applications [9]].

(3) Many other fast clustering strategies can be
integrated with GAD to further improve their speed.
[17] shows activity detection can speed up PDS [2], TIE
[5] and MPS [22]. [12] demonstrates activity detection
can speed up MFAUPI, which is an extension of FAUPI
[19]. Integrating all possible existing methods with
GAD is out of the scope of this paper; however, we
have provided some examples, such as kd-tree [21] and
hierarchical clustering [20].

(4) It works for both exact and approximate fast
clustering.

9 Conclusions

We conclude by analysing the contributions of this
paper as follows:

1. Propose a General Activity Detection (GAD)
framework for fast clustering. We show that GAD is
the general solution for activity detection based fast
clustering. Two existing algorithms GT and CGAUDC
are special cases of the GAD framework.

2. Demonstrate that CGAUDC is actually an
approximate algorithm, which is originally claimed as
an exact algorithm.

3. Within the GAD framework, we propose exact
algorithm E-GAD. It is several times faster than K-
Means and the best Speedup can be as high as 10
times. We can safely use E-GAD instead of K-Means
and GT, because E-GAD is faster, gets the same result,
has almost the same space complexity, and is easy to
integrate other techniques. E-GAD is also faster than
CGAUDC.

4. With different assumptions and levels of approx-
imation, we propose four approximate GAD algorithms:
NS-AGAD, S-AGAD, I-AGAG and WB-AGAD. All of
them are faster than E-GAD. I-AGAD is easy to achieve
Speedup and very high clustering quality. WB-AGAD
is the fastest and can achieve Speedup over E-GAD as
high as 25 times within 98% clustering quality.

5. For clustering with very large clusters, we
demonstrate that within the GAD framework, H-GAD
and KD-GAD are better than their counterpart algo-
rithms HKM and kd-tree K-Means, both in speed and
clustering quality.

6. Propose method RWFS to improve the quality
of approximate clustering. Discuss how to integrate
several existing clustering quality improving methods
with GAD.

The most important aspect of GAD is that it pro-
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vides the general solution to exploit activity detection
for fast clustering and our proposed algorithms within
the framework can achieve very high speed. Many other
fast clustering strategies can be further speeded up by
GAD.

For extremely large datasets which do not fit in the
memory, we can extend GAD to parallel or distributed
computing.
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